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We analyze the power output of a quantum dot machine coupled to two electronic reservoirs via
thermoelectric contacts, and to two thermal reservoirs – one hot and one cold. This machine is a na-
noscale analogue of a conventional thermocouple heat-engine, in which the active region being heated is
unavoidably also exchanging heat with its cold environment. Heat exchange between the dot and the
thermal reservoirs is treated as a capacitive coupling to electronic ﬂuctuations in localized levels,
modeled as two additional quantum dots. The resulting multiple-dot setup is described using a master
equation approach. We observe an “exotic” power generation, which remains ﬁnite even when the heat
absorbed from the thermal reservoirs is zero (in other words the heat coming from the hot reservoir all
escapes into the cold environment). This effect can be understood in terms of a non-local effect in which
the heat ﬂow from heat source to the cold environment generates power via a mechanism which we
refer to as Coulomb heat drag. It relies on the fact that there is no relaxation in the quantum dot system,
so electrons within it have a non-thermal energy distribution. More poetically, one can say that we ﬁnd a
spatial separation of the ﬁrst-law of thermodynamics (heat to work conversion) from the second-law of
thermodynamics (generation of entropy). We present circumstances in which this non-thermal system
can generate more power than any conventional macroscopic thermocouple (with local thermalization),
even when the latter works with Carnot efﬁciency.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Dedicated to Markus Büttiker: In addition to his human qualities,
we remember Markus fondly for the inspiring discussions we had. We
think that this work would have led to another lively and enjoyable
debate.R.S. Whitney).1. Introduction
There is great current interest in quantum and nanoscale sys-
tems that convert heat into electric current [1–3]. The simplest
such systems are those that exhibit a thermoelectric effect [4,5]:
they do the conversion in a steady-state (DC) manner, and so avoid
the need for pumping cycles relying on time-dependent couplings.
Quantum dots are particularly promising in this respect, and var-
ious applications have been proposed and (at least partially) rea-
lized experimentally, including thermoelectric engines [6–20],
refrigerators [21–25], thermal rectiﬁers [26,27], and hybrid re-
frigerator power-sources [28]. In addition, the simplicity of these
Fig. 1. (a) A sketch of a quantum dot thermocouple in which the electrons in the
central part of the thermocouple (the quantum dot) exchange heat with its cold
environment (Reservoir C) as well as the heat source (Reservoir H). The couplings
of the dot to reservoirs L and R have an energy dependence chosen to ensure that
each one has the opposite thermoelectric response. As a result they form a ther-
mocouple, which can be used to generate electrical power. The load is taken to be a
device that converts the electrical power into some other form of useful work (it
could be a motor converting the electrical work into mechanical work). (b) A circuit
picture of the set-up in (a), in which the exchange of energy with the heat source
and the environment are modeled by a capacitive coupling to electronic ﬂuctua-
tions in those reservoirs, which we take to be thermally activated hopping of
electrons between the bulk and a localized state, indicated by the two upper circles
(H and C). Thus each of the three circles represents a two-state system, with oc-
cupations 0 or 1.
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the study of quantum thermodynamics.
The most developed theory of non-equilibrium thermo-
dynamics, known as irreversible thermodynamics [29], assumes
that the shortest lengthscale in the system is that on which the
particles thermalize (the inelastic scattering length). Then, any
system coupled between two reservoirs at very different tem-
peratures has a well-deﬁned local temperature everywhere within
it. However, as we reduce the size of the circuit elements into the
nanoscale regime, this ceases to be the case. A system that is much
smaller than the electron thermalization length will be in a non-
thermal state whenever it is coupled to reservoirs that are atsigniﬁcantly different temperatures or electrochemical potentials.
In other words, the distribution of the excitations in the system
cannot be described in terms of a thermal distribution.
In general, we wish to answer the question: what new physics
can emerge in a quantum system operating in this non-thermal
regime? This work presents a ﬁrst response to this question, in the
context of the thermoelectric quantum dot system sketched in
Fig. 1(a). This can be considered as a miniaturized version of the
usual macroscopic thermocouple power generator, in which the
macroscopic metal reservoir between the two thermoelectrics has
been replaced by the quantum dot M. Our system is similar to
three-terminal energy harvesters considered in Refs. [8,30], which
separate the conductor from a heat source with which it ex-
changes energy but no particles. See also Refs. [31–33,9], which
consider related models with bosonic heat sources. However, in-
stead of the dot being coupled only to the heat source (reservoir
H), we consider the case when it is also coupled to the cold en-
vironment (reservoir C). Since the environment coupling is never
negligible, we argue that this is the generic case. It is certainly the
case in conventional thermocouples, where it is well-known that
the region between the two thermoelectrics is not as hot as the
heat-source, because it also exchanges heat with the cold en-
vironment. With this in mind, the simplest case would be when
the temperature of the cold environment C is the same as the
temperature T0 of the electrical circuit in which the thermocouple
is inserted (reservoirs L and R). However, we consider the more
general case where TC is different from T0, for example due to Joule
heating in the wires or load ( T T0 C> ). Following what is known
about conventional thermocouples, one would expect the energy
available to produce electricity to be equal to the heat that ﬂows in
from reservoir H minus the heat that is lost as it ﬂows out into
reservoir C. We call this quantity Jin, and study how the power
generated by a quantum dot thermocouple, Pgen, depends on it.
In this work, we show that the quantum-dot thermocouple can
generate power even when the total heat absorbed from the
thermal reservoirs (H and C) is zero (Jin¼0). Instead, the dot ex-
tracts heat from the electronic reservoirs (L and R) and converts it
into electrical power. It might appear that this “exotic” power
generation violates the laws of thermodynamics (since the ther-
mal reservoirs provide no energy to allow the dot to convert heat
into work), but we show that this is not the case. It can be ex-
plained in terms of a non-local heat drag effect, in which the heat
ﬂow from H to C can induce heat and charge currents in the circuit
(i.e. through the thermoelectric contacts to reservoirs R and L)
even when Jin¼0. We show that this exotic power generation only
arises because no thermalization occurs within the quantum dot,
meaning that the dot is maintained in a non-thermal state by its
contact with the hot and cold reservoirs. As such it has no ana-
logue in conventional thermocouples. We argue that as a result a
quantum-dot thermocouple can achieve power outputs larger
than any conventional thermocouple (even one working with
Carnot efﬁciency) over a broad range of parameters. This is not
because our device has an efﬁciency higher than Carnot efﬁciency
(this is forbidden by the laws of thermodynamics), but because it
can also extract useful work from the non-local drag effect. This is
something a conventional thermocouple cannot do, irrespective of
how efﬁcient it is.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
our model of the quantum dot thermocouple. Section 3 discusses
the basic mechanisms behind the rectiﬁcation of heat ﬂuctuations
in our device, in the simpler case where it generates no power.
Section 4 gives results for the power generation, which Section 5
explains in terms of non-local heat drag, shows that it obeys the
laws of thermodynamics, and discusses potential experimental
implementation. Section 6 shows that the effect is suppressed if
relaxation processes cause the state of dot M to become thermal.
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dot thermocouple with that of a conventional thermocouple for a
broad range of parameters.2. Model of the quantum-dot thermocouple
The quantum dot M, shown in Fig. 1(a), can exchange energy
(but not charge) with a hot (H) and a cold (C) thermal reservoir. In
the following we are interested in the resulting amount of elec-
trical power that this quantum dot can produce by driving an
electric current between the left (L) and right (R) electron re-
servoirs, to which it is tunnel-coupled. Importantly, while the re-
servoirs are characterized by temperatures, the quantum dot is
generally in a non-thermal state. This is a crucial point of our paper
and an important difference to conventional macroscopic ther-
mocouples, which are large enough such that every element of the
thermocouple is able to thermalize.
The energy exchange of the quantum dot M with the thermal
reservoirs H and C occurs via a capacitative coupling to thermal
ﬂuctuations in these reservoirs. They are modeled as thermally
activated hopping of electrons between the bulk of each of the two
thermal reservoirs and a localized state on their surface. The lo-
calized states can be thought of as quantum dots, which enables us
to recast the problem as the triple-dot circuit shown in Fig. 1(b).
Here, the localized states associated with reservoirs H and C are
the upper red and blue dots. Apart from thermoelectric purposes,
similar models have been useful for relaxation times detection
[38], Maxwell demon physics [39,40], and the operation of sto-
chastic logic gates [41].
We therefore now consider the three capacitively coupled
quantum dots M, H, and C, in contact with four electronic re-
servoirs H, C, L, and R, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We assume that the
on-site Coulomb repulsion is very large, such that doubly occu-
pation of any dot can be neglected. For simplicity, we neglect the
spin degree of freedom of the electrons, which, in this case, does
not alter the working principle of the device, see also [3] (note
however, that in general the spin might play an important role in
quantum-dot based heat engines [42]). The isolated system of
three capacitively coupled quantum dots can then be described by
the model Hamiltonian
/ n U n n ,
1i
i i
i j
ij i j
M,H,C , M,H,C
∑ ∑= ϵ ^ + ^ ^
( )= =
with the number operator ni^ counting the number of electrons (0
or 1) on each of the three dots, i M, H, C= . Here, ϵi are the en-
ergies for single occupation of the different dots and Uij represents
the Coulomb charging energy that needs to be paid to have both
dots i and j occupied simultaneously. They play an essential role, as
they mediate the energy exchange between the different dots. The
eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are given by the eight states (m,h,c)
with eigenenergies Emhc, where the labelsm,h,c can take the values
0 (empty) and 1 (full) depending on the occupation of the re-
spective dots M, H, and C.
Transitions between eigenstates of the triple-dot system can
occur due to the tunnel coupling of these dots to the electronic
reservoirs. These reservoirs are kept at temperatures Tα and
electrochemical potentials μα. Here we take the temperature of the
hot reservoir to be always larger than the temperature of the cold
reservoir, T TH C> . The left and right reservoirs are assumed to be at
the same temperature, T T TL R 0= = for T T0 H< . In this paper, we are
interested in the power that the quantum-dot thermocouple can
generate, by driving an electrical current against a potential dif-
ference (due to a load). A simple way of implementing this setting
is the one where we take the electrochemical potential of the rightlead to be eV 0Rμ = > (where e 0< is the electron charge) with
respect to the equal electrochemical potentials of the other re-
servoirs, which we take as the reference energy here,
0H C Lμ μ μ= = ≡ .
The coupling between the quantum dots and the reservoirs, as
depicted in Fig. 1(b), is characterized by the tunnel coupling
strengths, γα. We focus on a situation, where the dots are weakly
coupled to the reservoirs, k TBγ ⪡α α. Importantly, since we are in-
terested in the quantum dot M behaving as a thermoelectric, we
require that Lγ and Rγ depend on energy [8]. Because of the ca-
pacitive coupling between the dots, this means in turn that they
depend on the occupation h and c of the dots H and C, yielding
h c,L Lγ γ= ( ) and h c,R Rγ γ= ( ). A strong energy-dependence of the
tunnel-coupling can be achieved for example by coupling the
quantum dot to the reservoirs via other resonant levels [8,43]. This
is not required for the tunnel-coupling between the thermal baths
and the nearby quantum dots. We therefore assume Hγ and Cγ to be
energy-independent.
We are interested in the steady-state response of the system to
different temperature in the heat baths, in the presence of a pos-
sible voltage drop across the reservoirs L and R, which results in
power being generated across the load. In order to calculate the DC
charge and heat currents, the occupation probabilities pmhc of the
states (m,h,c) of the triple-dot system are required. In the weak-
coupling regime, these probabilities are given by the solution of
the steady-state master equation [35,44]
M p0 ,
2m h c
mhc
m h c
m h c
, ,
∑=
( )′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
with p 1mhc mhc∑ = . All non-diagonal elements of the transition
matrix are determined by
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦M ,
3
mhc
m h c
mhc
m h c
H,C,L,R
∑ Γ=
( )α
α
′ ′ ′
=
′ ′ ′
namely by the sum over the rates of transition of the three-dot
system from state mh c′ ′ ′ to state mhc due to electron tunnelling
into or out of reservoir α, mhc
mh cΓ[ ]α ′ ′ ′. The latter are given by
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ h c f, , 4amhc
m h c
m m h h c c mhc
m h c
L ,1 , , L L ( )( )Γ δ δ δ γ Δ= ( )′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ h c f m m eV, , 4bmhc
m h c
m m h h c c R mhc
m h c
R ,1 , , R ( )( )Γ δ δ δ γ Δ= − ( − ′) ( )′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ f , 4cmhc
m h c
m m h h c c mhc
m h c
H , ,1 , H H ( )Γ δ δ δ γ Δ= ( )′ ′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ f , 4cmhc
m h c
m m h h c c mhc
m h c
C , , ,1 C C ( )Γ δ δ δ γ Δ= ( )′ ′ ′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′
where n n,δ ′ is a Kronecker delta, E Emhcmh c mhc mh cΔ = −′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′, and
f x 1/ 1 ex k T/ B( ) = ( + )α α is the Fermi function corresponding to lead
α. The diagonal elements in Eq. (2) are directly found by using the
condition that every column of the transition matrix sums to zero
to fulﬁll probability conservation, M Mmhc
mhc
mhc mh c mhc
mh c= − ∑{ }≠{ ′ ′ ′}
′ ′ ′.
For any heat-engine, the relevant quantities are the generated
power (a charge current ﬂowing against a potential difference)
and the heat ﬂow into the device. We therefore consider the
charge and heat currents into the dots from reservoir α
I eI 5aN= ( )α α
J I I . 5bE Nμ= − ( )α α α α
Here the charge current is trivially related to the particle current,
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current is given by the rate with which energy changes, IEα , with
respect to the energy that particles at the electrochemical poten-
tial would carry in the respective reservoir. Using the Clausius
deﬁnition of entropy, we see that the rate of change of entropy in
reservoir α is connected to the heat current by
S t J Td /d / . 6( ) = − ( )α α α
The particle currents and energy currents1 can be written using
the transition rates mhc
mh cΓ[ ]α ′ ′ ′ and the occupation probabilities pmhc of
the state m h c, ,( ) with the respective energy Emhc and occupation
number N m h cmhc = + +
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I N N p ,
7
N
mhc m h c
mhc m h c mhc
m h c
m h c∑ ∑ Γ= ( − ) ( )α α′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I E E p .
8
E
mhc m h c
mhc m h c mhc
m h c
m h c( )∑ ∑ Γ= − ( )α α′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
The particle and energy currents in reservoir α are deﬁned to be
positive when they are directed ﬂowing into the triple-dot system.
Consequently, the charge current in reservoir α, Eq. (5a), is positive
when electrons ﬂow into the reservoir, while the heat current in
reservoir α, Eq. (5b), is positive when ﬂowing into the triple-dot
system. Particle and energy currents are conserved, so summing α
over all reservoirs gives
I I0 .
9
N E∑ ∑= =
( )α
α
α
α
Charge current is conserved (so I IR L= − ). Heat current is not
conserved since J INR Rμ∑ = −α α , which corresponds to the ﬁrst law
of thermodynamics. The power generated by the quantum-dot
thermocouple is
P I VI . 10Ngen R R Rμ= − = − ( )
These quantities are evaluated using Eqs. (5), and we will discuss
them in detail in the following sections. For now, we do not con-
sider the probe reservoir P, shown in Fig. 1, however we will dis-
cuss it in Sections 6 and 7.3. Results in the absence of a bias voltage
We start by analyzing the behavior of the quantum dot ther-
mocouple in Fig. 1 under the following two assumptions. (i) The
load's resistance is zero, so the bias V remains zero when a current
is ﬂowing. (ii) The capacitive coupling between dot H and C is
strong enough that UHC is very much bigger than all temperatures,
so the probability that these two dots are occupied at the same
time becomes vanishingly small. We will relax both these as-
sumption in Section 4.
For strong UHC, the states (0,1,1) and (1,1,1) drop out of the
problem. In this limit, the charge ﬂuctuations that lead to trans-
port through the conductor can be separated in two cycles. The
ﬁrst cycle is
0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0 1, 1, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0 , 11a( ) → ( ) → ( ) → ( ) → ( ) ( )
and involves an energy exchange UMH between the system and the
hot reservoirs. The second cycle is
0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 1 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0 , 11b( ) → ( ) → ( ) → ( ) → ( ) ( )1 These currents are time-averaged, and do not include the noise that comes
from short-time ﬂuctuations. This noise has a negligible effect on the long-time
(steady-state) conversion of heat into work, see for example Section III of Ref. [17].and involves an energy exchange UMC between the system and the
cold reservoir. When the tunneling events in these sequences in-
volve an electron that tunnels from reservoir L into the dot, and
thereafter into reservoir R (or viceversa), it contributes to trans-
port. The sum of all tunneling processes results in the generation
of a ﬁnite electric current by the mere conversion of heat, only if a
preferred direction is deﬁned both by broken electron-hole and
left-right symmetries [3]. We impose these conditions on the
corresponding tunneling rates, requiring that the asymmetries
1, 0 0, 0 0, 0 1, 0
0, 0 0, 0 1, 0 1, 0
,
12
H
L R L R
L R L R
Λ γ γ γ γ
γ γ γ γ
= ( ) ( ) − ( ) ( )
[ ( ) + ( )][ ( ) + ( )] ( )
and CΛ (obtained by replacing 1, 0 0, 1γ γ( ) → ( )α α in the previous
expression) are ﬁnite.
Solving the master equation (2), we get analytical expressions
for the charge and heat currents. Despite these expressions being
long and cumbersome (even for V¼0), we ﬁnd a remarkably
simple relation between them
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟I V e U J U J0 . 13R
H
MH
H
C
MC
C
Λ Λ( = ) = +
( )
It is instructive at this point to introduce Jin and Jtrans, where
J J J , 14ain H C= + ( )
is the total heat ﬂowing into dot M from the thermal reservoirs
(reservoirs H and C), and
J J J . 14btrans H C= − ( )
is the heat that is transferred from reservoir H to C. Note that a
proportion of Jtrans may transit through dot M on its way from
reservoir H to C, even when none of it enters the electrical circuit
(i.e. reservoirs L, R). Rewriting Eq. (13) in terms of Jin and Jtrans, one
sees that I V 0R ( = ) contains one part that depends on Jin as one
might expect, but it also contains a term that depends on Jtrans,
even though that energy does not go into the circuit.
If the temperature and coupling of the hot and cold reservoirs
are such that Jin¼0, one still generates a charge current [which we
here denote by I I J 0in= ( = )
⁎
] in the circuit equal to
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟I V
e
U U
J0
2
.
15
H
MH
C
MC
trans
Λ Λ( = ) = −
( )
⁎
Whenever the charging energies UMH and UMC are not equal, there
is no symmetry reason for In to be zero, so a typical system will
exhibit a charge current in the circuit even though there is no
energy absorbed from the thermal baths (Jin¼0). In contrast, in the
special case of U UMH MC= , one can show that H CΛ Λ= , which
means that I V 0 0( = ) =⁎ . To show this, one notes that if U UMH MC= ,
then the tunneling rates into dot M are not sensitive to which of
the upper dot is occupied (H or C), so 1, 0 0, 1γ γ( ) = ( )α α , which
implies H CΛ Λ= . It is thus essential that the two baths act differ-
ently on the system. We achieve this by taking different capacitive
couplings.4. Results for ﬁnite power generation
For a ﬁnite power output, the machine must drive a current
against a ﬁnite potential difference V. This occurs when the load's
resistance is non-zero. We also now consider the general case in
which UHC is ﬁnite, so the dot dynamics involves more cycles than
just those in Eqs. (11), which can explore all eight possible states of
the three-dot system. Since in this general situation at any V, the
algebraic solution of the master equation, Eq. (2), and of the re-
sulting charge and heat currents are extremely cumbersome, we
refrain from presenting them here. Instead, in Figs. 2–4, we plot
Fig. 2. Upper plot: Power generated by the quantum-dot thermocouple (solid
curve) as a function of TC compared to the maximum power JCarnot inη (dashed line)
any conventional thermocouple could generate (see Section 7). Lower plot: Energy
currents into the system as a function of T T/C 0. For both panels, the system para-
meters are given by the temperatures k T / 16B H γ = , k T / 8B 0 γ = , the dot energy levels
0M H Cϵ = ϵ = ϵ = , the charging energies U / 3MH γ = , U / 6MC γ = , U / 100HC γ = , and the
coupling constants / 1Hγ γ = , / 0.5Cγ γ = , while Lγ and Rγ are given in Eq. (16).
Fig. 3. Upper plot: Power generated by the quantum-dot thermocouple (solid
curve) as a function of TC compared to the maximum power JCarnot inη (dashed line)
any conventional thermocouple could generate (see Section 7). Lower plot: Energy
currents into the system as a function of T T/C 0. For both panels, the system para-
meters are given by the temperatures k T / 16B H γ = , k T / 8B 0 γ = , the dot energy levels
7M H C γϵ = ϵ = ϵ = , the charging energies U / 5MH γ = , U / 6MC γ = , U / 3HC γ = , and the
coupling constants / 0.5Hγ γ = , / 1Cγ γ = , while Lγ and Rγ are given in Eq. (16). The bias
V V Topt C= ( ) is the one that maximizes the power generated for each T T/C 0.
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a function of the temperature of the cold reservoir, TC, for various
speciﬁc system parameters. For comparison, we also show the
energy currents ﬂowing from reservoir L and R into the dot M, IEL
and IER , as well as the heat current ﬂowing into the system from the
hot and cold reservoirs, Jin.
These plots show the possibility of generating ﬁnite power
when the energy ﬂow into the system from the hot and the cold
reservoir vanishes. Importantly, the effect is shown to be generic,
since the variation of different system parameters does not alter
the basic features. For the plots in this paper, we give all rates and
energies in terms of a rate γ. As a result the power generated Pgen
and all energy currents Jα are in units of γ2 (we take Planck's
constant = 1= ). In all cases, we ﬁx the temperatures of the hot
reservoir and the load, k T / 16B H γ = , k T / 8B 0 γ = , and vary k TB C. In
different plots we take different tunneling rates, γ{ }α , but always
take them to be smaller than the temperatures, which ensures the
applicability of the master equation approach introduced in the
previous section. In each plot, for each value of TC, we ﬁnd the bias
voltage V that maximizes the power generated. We call this opti-
mal bias V Topt C( ). We then plot the power generated and the energy
ﬂows at V V Topt C= ( ) for each TC.
The plot in Figs. 2 and 3 are for
h c, / , 16ah cL ,0 ,0γ γ δ δ( ) = ( )
h c, / 1 . 16bh cR ,0 ,0γ γ δ δ( ) = − ( )
This choice of h c,Lγ ( ) and h c,Rγ ( ), ensures that when dot H and C
are empty dot M is decoupled from reservoir R, but if either dot H
or C is occupied then dot M is decoupled from reservoir L. This
means that the asymmetry parameters in Eq. (12) are maximal,
with 1H CΛ Λ= = − . All the other parameters are given in the
ﬁgure captions. As mentioned before, our model contains too
many parameters to present a systematic study of the full para-
meter space, however the features we ﬁnd appear to be generic.
The two following paragraphs highlight this by discussing central
points about Figs. 2 and 3.
In Fig. 2 we take a very large UHC (much larger than k TB H),
which means that the dots H and C are so strongly capacitively
coupled that there is an extremely small probability of them being
both occupied at the same time (similar to the limit UHC → ∞ taken
in Section 3). The power generated, Pgen, vanishes quadratically at
a certain value of TC. This parabolic behavior of P I Vgen R= − , oc-
curs because the current IR changes sign (going linearly through
zero), and thus the bias generated also changes sign at this point
(V IR∝ for small IR). However, we clearly see that Pgen vanishes at
smaller TC than Jin; so Pgen is ﬁnite when Jin¼0 (marked by the
ﬁlled circle in Fig. 2). The power generated at this point is purely
an effect of the heat ﬂow Jtrans, which passes from reservoir H to C
without being absorbed by the thermocouple circuit. We call this
the exotic power generation. When Jin¼0, one has I I 0E EL R+ = , thus
ﬁnite Pgen implies that there is a net heat current out of reservoirs
L and R, meaning that the total entropy of those reservoirs is
dropping. Section 5.2 explains why this is not a violation of the
second law of thermodynamics.2 We do not show Jtrans in Fig. 2, as
it is signiﬁcantly larger than the other heat ﬂows, it is a positive
and monotonically decreasing function of T T/C 0 (it goes from 0.14 at
T T/ 0.2C 0 = to 0.03 at T T/ 1.2C 0 = ).
The plots in Fig. 3 show the same basic features as in Fig. 2,2 Fig. 2 has I 0EL = , however this has no physical consequences as IEL is gauge-
dependent (it depends on our choice of E¼0). In contrast, the other quantities
considered above, such as I IE EL R( + ), Iα and Jα, are gauge-independent and so have
physical meaning.despite the following differences in the choice of parameters. We
no longer take UHC to be effectively inﬁnite (i.e. much larger than
k TB H). We take the energy-levels of the dot to be above the che-
mical potentials of the reservoirs. The coupling to reservoirs L and
R are still given by Eq. (16), ensuring the optimal asymmetry for
the thermoelectric effect. The decreased capacitive coupling UHC
(of the order of temperature) allows all the states of the three dots
to play an active role in the dynamics (unlike in the limiting case
UHC → ∞ considered in Section 3). This however appears to have
little qualitative effect on the physics (one can even take UHC¼0
without considerably changing the features that interest us).
Fig. 5. The entropy generated in each reservoir (main plot) and Jtrans (inset) for the
system in Fig. 3. The entropy generated in reservoirs L, R and H are small in
magnitude and their sum is negative, however the entropy generated in reservoir C
is large and positive. Thus, the second law of thermodynamics is not violated. We
see that the rate of entropy production broadly follows Jtrans (inset). We do not
show plots of entropy production and Jtrans for the system in Fig. 2, as the main
features are generic to all of them.
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trochemical potentials is directly responsible for the only quali-
tative difference between the results in Figs. 3 and 2, namely that
Jin now vanishes at two points in Fig. 3. This can be explained as
follows. When TC is large, then Jin is positive, but as one reduces TC,
the heat ﬂow Jin goes to zero and becomes negative. However, as
one reduces TC even further k TB C becomes signiﬁcantly less than Cϵ ,
and so the dynamics of dot C start to freeze out (thermal ﬂuc-
tuations of dot C become extremely rare, as k TC C B Cμϵ − ⪢ ). Thus,
when TC is sufﬁciently small, reservoir C becomes effectively de-
coupled from the rest of the system, the only heat ﬂow is that from
reservoir H to reservoirs L and R, and Jin becomes positive again.
The power generated remains positive at all TC because of the
exotic contribution coming from Jtrans. Another consequence of the
off-resonant level positions chosen here, is that both the energy
current out of the left and the right reservoir are in general non-
zero. As required from energy conservation, they are however
opposite, I IE EL R= − , at the point of vanishing Jin. Again Jtrans is
positive and signiﬁcantly larger than the other heat ﬂows for all
T T/C 0, as we show in the inset of Fig. 5. It drops for small TC, because
of the above mentioned freezing of the dynamics of dot C.
The plots in Fig. 4 are for an imperfect thermocouple, where
dot M is coupled to both reservoir L and reservoir R for all occu-
pations of the of upper dots (h and c). We replace Eq. (16) with
h c, / 2 /3, 17ah cL ,0 ,0γ γ δ δ( ) = ( + ) ( )
h c, / 3 /3. 17bh cR ,0 ,0γ γ δ δ( ) = ( − ) ( )
This means that the coupling strength is only varying by 1/3 as h
and c change and the asymmetry parameters in Eq. (12) are
0.2C HΛ Λ= = − . The other parameters chosen for this plot are
given in the ﬁgure caption. The ﬁgure shows that the exotic power
generation still exists for this imperfect pump, although its mag-
nitude is greatly reduced (just as the traditional power generation
is greatly reduced).Fig. 4. Upper plot: Power generated by the quantum-dot thermocouple (solid
curve) as a function of TC compared to the maximum power JCarnot inη (dashed line)
any conventional thermocouple could generate (see Section 7). Lower plot: Energy
currents into the system as a function of T T/C 0. For both panels, the system para-
meters are given by the temperatures k T / 16B H γ = , k T / 8B 0 γ = , the dot energy levels
6M H C γϵ = ϵ = ϵ = , the charging energies U / 1MH γ = , U / 12MC γ = , and U / 100HC γ = ,
and the coupling constants H Cγ γ γ= = , while Lγ and Rγ are given in Eq. (17). The
bias V V Topt C= ( ) is the one that maximizes the power generated for each T T/C 0.5. Interpretation
5.1. Coulomb heat drag
The charge current we found in Section 3 for Jin¼0 is due to a
form of Coulomb heat drag, in which the heat ﬂow from reservoir
H to reservoir C, drags a heat and charge currents from reservoir L
to R. This is possible due to the capacitive coupling between the
quantum dots. However, in other drag effects [45,8], there is a
transfer of energy associated with one current dragging the other,
which corresponds to ﬁnite Jin. Hence, this drag effect without
energy transfer is extremely unusual.
This heat drag effect can occur for any T TC H< irrespective of
the value of T T/C 0, since it only requires a heat ﬂow from reservoir
H to reservoir C. The quantum dot thermocouple then produces
more work than a classical one (see the discussion in Section 7).
Remarkably, this does not only occur in the conﬁgurations where
J 0in ≈ , but also in a relatively wide parameter range around this
points, including the case T TC 0≳ .
5.2. Non-locality and entropy production
Despite the unusualness of the Coulomb drag without energy
transfer discussed above, the situation is not paradoxical as long as
V¼0. The case V¼0 corresponds to a load with zero resistance, so
nothing opposes the charge ﬂow, and so no work is required to
generate a ﬁnite charge current. In contrast, as soon as the load's
resistance is ﬁnite, the charge current I must ﬂow against a ﬁnite
voltage bias, V, then work must be performed on the load. It would
be natural to assume that this work must be provided by the
thermal reservoirs, i.e. that the charge current I can only ﬂow if
J 0in ≠ . However, something completely different can be observed
in the results in Section 4: there we show that ﬁnite power can be
generated even when Jin¼0. We call this exotic power generation.
We observe that the power generated is equal to the heat ab-
sorbed by dot M from reservoirs L and R, as there is no heat ﬂow
into dot M from anywhere else when Jin¼0. Thus the dot is
sucking heat from these reservoirs (which are both at the same
temperature), to turn it into useful work. This obeys the ﬁrst law of
thermodynamics (energy conservation), but – if we ignore the
presence of reservoirs H and C – it appears to violate the second
law, since it reduces the entropy of reservoirs L and R.
However, if we now turn to reservoirs H and C, we see that
there is a heat ﬂow from hot to cold, and this increases the total
entropy involved. An elegant way to verify this is the prove in Ref.
R.S. Whitney et al. / Physica E 75 (2016) 257–265 263[46] that any such master equation respects the laws of thermo-
dynamics, thus we know that the four reservoirs and three dots
together do produce entropy. What is more, one can rewrite the
total rate of entropy production, S t S td /d d /dpr( ) = ∑ ( )α α , as
⎛
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Now, since we know that S td /d 0pr( ) ≥ for our system, see also
Fig. 5, one knows that
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Hence, the second law allows the power generated, Pgen, to be ﬁ-
nite and positive, even if Jin¼0, as long as Jtrans is ﬁnite and posi-
tive. The entropy increase in reservoir C compensates for the re-
duction of entropy in the other reservoirs (see Fig. 5). Thus the
apparent paradox is resolved by the fact the power generation has
a non-local nature. The entropy generation caused by the heat
ﬂow between one pair of reservoirs (H and C) enables the con-
version of heat into work at another pair of reservoirs (L and R),
even though there is no heat (or energy) ﬂow between these two
pairs of reservoirs and even though they can be arbitrarily far
apart.
A “poetic” way of expressing this non-locality is to say that
there is a spatial separation of ﬁrst and second laws of thermo-
dynamics. The thermocouple manifests the ﬁrst law by converting
heat in reservoirs L and R into work. At the same time, some
distance away, entropy is being generated by the ﬂow of heat from
reservoirs H and C, manifesting the second law. While we have
shown that this behavior is not paradoxical, it certainly is exotic!5.3. Towards experimental observation
Transport through capacitively coupled quantum dots in mul-
titerminal conductors has been measured [47–50]. The effect of
large charging energies on the thermoelectric response of small
tunnel junctions [34] and quantum dots [35] is well-known ex-
perimentally [36,37]. Our proposed device is close to those very
recently realized in experiments [18–20], in which a quantum dot
generates a charge current between two reservoirs (L and R) by
the rectiﬁcation of thermal ﬂuctuations in a third capacitatively
coupled reservoir (the heat source). In those systems, it is likely
that the dot with tunnel-coupling to reservoirs L and R also has at
least a weak capacitative coupling to thermal ﬂuctuations in its
cold environment (including reservoirs L and R). Thus, these ex-
perimental systems have a strong similarity with the four-terminal
set-up that we discuss.
However, to unambiguously show the exotic power generation
experimentally, it would be desirable to have a more controlled
coupling to the cold environment. This could be done by capaci-
tatively coupling a third dot to the systems in Refs. [18–20], which
we believe is achievable with the technologies used in those
works. More challenging will be to show experimentally that
Jin¼0, for this it will be crucial to measure the heat currents ac-
curately. For this, the capacitive coupling to the heat source and
sink permits the different charge ﬂuctuations to be resolved ex-
perimentally [51,52]. Therefore, JH and JC can be measured [53], so
it would be possible to verify that a ﬁnite charge current I ﬂows
when the condition Jin¼0 is met. It is already possible to manip-
ulate locally the temperature of the reservoirs [18–20,50], thus
getting a knob for controlling the heat currents and ensuring
Jin¼0.6. Thermalization induced by a probe reservoir
Our quantum dot model differs from that of a conventional
thermocouple in a number of ways; such as the fact that dot M has
discrete states and that it is in the Coulomb blockade regime. Yet,
we claim that the exotic power generation is the consequence of
the non-thermal nature of the distribution in dot M, rather than
one of the other properties of the dot.
To verify this, we model the thermalization processes within
dot M phenomenologically, by considering an additional probe
reservoir (P), which is tunnel-coupled to dot M, as indicated in
Fig. 1. The working principle of the probe [54–56] is analogous to
the one of a voltage probe [57], with the additional feature of
probing the temperature. In other words, the probe is treated as an
electronic reservoir in thermal equilibrium at a temperature TP and
a chemical potential μP, which have to be self-consistently de-
termined by requiring that both the charge and heat currents, Eq.
(5), into the probe reservoir are equal to zero, I J 0P P= = .
In order to evaluate the currents into the probe and to extract
TP and μP that make them vanish, we treat the probe reservoir on
the same footing as the other electronic reservoirs introduced in
Section 2. The coupling between dot M and the probe P is
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ f , 20mhc
m h c
m m h h c c mhc
m h c
P ,1 , , P P ( )Γ δ δ δ γ Δ= ( )′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
with Eq. (3)'s sum over α extended to include P. Then, IP and JP are
given by Eqs. (5) with α¼P.
If the probe is much more weakly coupled to dot M than the
other two electronic reservoirs, ( P L,Rγ γ⪡ ), it does not inﬂuence the
dynamics of the 3-dots system, i.e. it does not alter the results
discussed in Section 3 and 4. In contrast, if γP is comparable with
L,Rγ , or even larger, then the probe mimics phenomenologically the
process of thermalizing transitions within dot M (i.e. transitions
that take the dot towards thermal equilibrium, without changing
its average energy or charge). In other words, the state of dot M
becomes closer to thermal as we increase the coupling to the
probe reservoir.
To measure how far dot M is from a thermal state, we ﬁrst note
that if it were in a thermal state corresponding to equilibriumwith
the probe reservoir, then ﬂuctuations of m induced by the probe
reservoir in both directions (1 0→ and 0 1→ ) would have the
same rate, irrespective of the state of the other dots. In other
words, dot M is in a thermal state in equilibrium with the probe
reservoir P if p phc
hc
hc hc
hc
hcP 0
1
1 P 1
0
0Γ Γ[ ] = [ ] for all h,c. A little algebra
shows that this thermal state corresponds to
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for all h,c. Thus, we deﬁne the following measure of how far dot M
is from thermal equilibrium:
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Fig. 6(a) shows how increasing the coupling γP to the probe tends
to reduce Dhc for all h,c, indicating that the steady state of dot M
becomes closer to that of the thermal state with temperature TP.
Fig. 6(b) shows that as dot M's state becomes closer to the thermal
state, the power generated at Jin¼0 goes to zero. Thus the exotic
power generation that we discuss in this article is a consequence
of the fact that dot M is maintained in a non-thermal state by its
couplings to reservoirs H and C.
7. Comparing with a conventional thermocouple
A conventional thermocouple corresponds to the system in
Fig. 1(a), with the quantum dot replaced by a macroscopic
Fig. 6. The same system parameters as in Fig. 2, but with ﬁnite coupling to the temperature probe. (a) How dot-M's state becomes increasingly thermal as the probe coupling
is increased. We show a scatter plot of Dhc — as deﬁned in Eq. (22) — versus E Ehc hc1 0( − ) with h c, 0, 0 , 1, 0 , 0, 1( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) and (1,1). As the coupling to the probe γP is increased,
the scatter of the points reduces towards zero. Here we show / 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10Pγ γ = (ﬁlled diamonds going from black to green), with the arrows indicating increasing probe
coupling. We also show the two limits; 0Pγ → (open black diamond, for this we actually take 0.001Pγ γ= ) and probeγ → ∞ (ﬁlled red diamond, for this we actually take
1000Pγ γ= ). (b) The power output as a function of TC for different probe couplings (solid curves) for / 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10Pγ γ = . The ﬁlled circles on each curve indicate the value of
Pgen when Jin¼0, we see that this goes towards zero as the coupling to the probe increases. The upper bound on conventional thermocouples, JCarnot inη , are indicated by the
dashed curves for weak and strong probe coupling (black for 0.1Pγ γ= and green for 10Pγ γ= ). Note that for strong probe coupling the dot power output is below the bound
for a conventional thermocouple for all TC. This is seen more clearly in (c), which plots the difference in power generation between our quantum dot and the upper bound on
a conventional thermocouple (again for / 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10Pγ γ = ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
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so it equilibrates at a temperature TM between TH and TC. The role
of the coupling to reservoirs H and C is to establish the tempera-
ture TM. In the steady-state, TM is the temperature which ensures
that the heat-ﬂow out of reservoir M into the thermoelectrics is
equal to the heat ﬂow into reservoir M from reservoirs H and C,
which we call Jin. Given Jin and TM, the thermocouple's efﬁciency,
P J/gen inη = , cannot exceed the Carnot efﬁciency T T1 /Carnot 0 Mη = ( − ).
Thus
P J , 23gen Carnot inη≤ ( )
with the equals sign holding only if the two thermoelectrics are
Carnot efﬁcient, corresponding to them both having a ﬁgure of
merit ZT → ∞.
We can immediately see that a system like ours, which gen-
erates ﬁnite Pgen when Jin¼0, violates the bound in Eq. (23). Here,
we wish to see over what range of parameters our system violates
this bound. To do this, we need to associate a temperature, TM, to
the non-thermal state of the quantum dot, so we can calculate
Carnotη . There is no unique way of deﬁning such a temperature,
however a natural way to do so is to say it is the temperature that
a probe would measure if placed in thermal contact with the dot
[54–56]. As such, we can use probe reservoir P considered in the
previous section in the limit of very weak coupling to the dot
( P L,Rγ γ⪡ ), so it has negligible effect on dot-M's state. Although dot
M is in general in a non-thermal state, we can associate to it an
effective temperature TM, by deﬁning TM as the temperature of the
probe reservoir when there is no charge or heat current ﬂow be-
tween dot M and reservoir P, i.e. T T I JM P 0P P≡ | = = . Note that Ref. [56]
argued that for having a meaningful deﬁnition of TM, it is crucial
that the probe's coupling to the dot is the same at all energies, so
the probe is sensitive to the whole energy distribution of the dot.
Having deﬁned an effective temperature for dot M, and
knowing the heat-ﬂowing into it, Jin, we can plot the upper bound
given by Eq. (23) for any given parameters of the model. This is
represented as a dashed curve in all plots, see Figs. 2–6. We see
that the power generated by our machine (solid curves) exceeds
this classical bound over a broad range of parameters, including
when TC is equal to or above T0.
Note that JCarnot inη will be negative whenever Jin and T TM 0− are
of opposite sign. For example, in Fig. 2 one has J 0in < for
T T/ 0.94C 0 < , while T TM 0< only for T T/ 0.77C 0 < . Thus forT T0.77 / 0.94C 0< < , the dot M is hotter than reservoirs L and R but,
since J 0in < , we know that energy is ﬂowing from reservoirs L and
R into the dot. In a macroscopic thermocouple, this can occur only
if one provides energy to the system by replacing the load with a
power supply that forces the current ﬂowing through the circuit.
In this case, power is not generated, but absorbed by the system,
i.e. P 0gen < . In contrast, our quantum dot system generates power,
P 0gen > , even in this range of parameters, for the reasons dis-
cussed in Section 5.
Fig. 6(b) and (c) show that as dot M's state becomes closer to
that thermal state, the violation of Eq. (23) goes away, leaving a
system with Pgen¼ηJin, where η is the system's efﬁciency, and it is
less than the Carnot efﬁciency ηCarnot. For example, for 10Pγ γ= in
Fig. 6(b), η is of order 0.25 Carnotη . This conﬁrms our conclusion that
a non-thermal steady-state distribution of electrons in dot M is
necessary for it to generate more power than any conventional
thermoelectric could.8. Conclusions
We have investigated the unexpected properties that arise in
thermoelectric conductors when they become smaller than the
lengthscale in which electrons thermalise. For this, we have con-
sidered a quantum dot based thermocouple in a four terminal
geometry: two terminals support the electrical current, with the
other two being the hot and cold environments with which energy
is exchanged. Our system can supply electrical power to a load.
Surprisingly, this can be done also in conﬁgurations in which no
net heat is absorbed from the thermal reservoirs. This exotic
power generation can be explained in terms of non-local Coulomb
heat drag in which the heat ﬂow from the hot to the cold reservoir
induces both a heat and a charge ﬂow in the capacitively coupled
electronic circuit. This effect should be realizable in systems very
close to those in recent experiments [18–20], as outlined in Section
5.3.
We argue that this exotic power generation relies on the fact
that quantum dot M is maintained in an non-thermal state, by
showing that it disappears when relaxation effects destroy the
non-thermal state. As such it cannot occur in a conventional
macroscopic thermocouple heat-engine. We compare our quan-
tum dot thermocouple to its macroscopic equivalent, and ﬁnd that
R.S. Whitney et al. / Physica E 75 (2016) 257–265 265avoiding the thermalization of carriers can help to improve the
thermoelectric performance. In particular, the generated power
can be larger than that of any macroscopic thermocouple, even
when the latter works with Carnot efﬁciency. In the long term, we
hope that this observation will be applied in thermoelectric and
photovoltaic applications, since in both cases a large part of the
heat ﬂowing into the central region of the thermocouple (or the
central region of the p–n junction in photovoltaics) ﬂows out again
into the cold environment, without contributing to the power
generation. It would be a great beneﬁt if a part of this “lost” energy
ﬂow could be used to make electrical power in the manner pre-
sented here.
The same effect could be achieved with non-interacting con-
ductors in magnetic ﬁelds, via a Nernst effect [59,60]. Note that
Refs. [59,60] assumed that the reservoirs that carry the charge
current (reservoirs L and R in our Fig. 1) are at temperatures
chosen such that there is no heat ﬂow out of them. In this situa-
tion, energy conservation guarantees that Pgen¼0 for Jin¼0.
However, for other temperatures, one expects to observe the
exotic power generation that is discussed in the present paper.
An open question is how to engineer the exotic power gen-
eration when the capacitative coupling is replaced by exchange of
photons [58] or phonons [31–33,9]. Not only is this crucial for
thermoelectric and photovoltaic applications, it would help to
elucidate the fundamental requirements for the effect.
As a step in this direction, it may be worthwhile studying the
linear-response regime in more detail. The results presented here
are valid for arbitrary TH, TC and T0; while the observed effect is
most prominent for very different temperatures, it also exists
when the temperature differences are small. In this limit, one
could analyze the effect using a multi-terminal Onsager treatment
[15,61], which is more universal, but only works when there is a
linear relationship between thermodynamic forces and currents.Acknowledgments
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